Save Costs and Simplify Your IT with
Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS)
What if there was a better way to provide users everything they needed to do
their job? With DaaS, we can help you remove the complexity of managing
individual desktops for your users while increasing security and compliance,
making it easier for employees to work from anywhere.

THE CHALLENGES OF MANAGING INDIVIDUAL DESKTOPS
Managing a desktop for every individual user can come with
many challenges. Can you relate to any of these?

Enabling secure
mobility to your
workforce

Migrating to Windows
10 or the latest
version of Office

DESKTOP-AS-A-SERVICE OFFERS
A BETTER APPROACH
With DaaS, there’s no hardware or software to
purchase or manage. Your user’s apps, data
and personalized desktops live in our secure
cloud and are delivered to their devices over
the Internet. We take care of security, support
and compliance while you simply pay a
predictable monthly fee that can shrink down
or scale up as your business changes.
DaaS provides more freedom for users in
device choice and connectivity, without
exhausting your organization's bandwidth.

Trouble keeping up
with software or
hardware updates

Difficulty meeting new
hardware needs with
lower IT budgets

Powered by
secure compliant
infrastructure
Desktops that include
your key productivity
tools and key applications

Securely delivered
to any device

HOW ARE ORGANIZATIONS BENEFITTING?
DaaS is simple to buy and manage. But most importantly, it’s a service
that both users and IT staff benefit from.

CLOUD CHOICE
Use our secure cloud, or Amazon or Azure if you have
already invested in cloud.

LOWER AND PREDICTABLE COSTS
There’s no hardware or software to purchase or manage, just a
predictable monthly cost based on how many users you have.
BUSINESS CONTINUITY
With DaaS, backup and disaster recovery
functionality is built in.

MORE MOBILITY
Users can securely access their desktop anywhere
they have an internet connection.

WE CAN HELP YOU GET STARTED
Thanks to our world-class data center and partnership with technology leaders, there
is no one more qualified to provide an amazing DaaS experience for your users.

50+ on-call experts
ready to provide support
and expertise to review,
monitor and manage

Deep understanding
of requirements to
ensure you can remain
secure and compliant

World-class data
center that is capable
of handling any
requirements

STOP DEALING WITH THE HEADACHE
Reach out today to schedule a highly interactive meeting with one of our experts.
We’ll answer your questions, discuss your requirements and provide a quote so
you can see if Desktop-as-a-Service can save costs in your organization.
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